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Abstract

At the turn of the century Arrow, McGrath, and Berdahl (2000) portrayed teams as 

complex adaptive systems (CAS). And yet, despite broad agreement that this approach 

facilitates a better understanding of teams, it has only now been timidly incorporated 

into team research. To help fully incorporate the logic of teams as CAS in the science of

teams, we review extant research on teams’ approached from a nonlinear dynamical 

system theory. Using a systematic review approach, we selected 92 articles published 

over the last 17 years in order to integrate what we know about teams as CAS. Our 

review reveals the evidence supporting teams as CAS, and the set of analytical 

techniques to analyze team data from this perspective. This review contributes to teams’

theory and practice by offering ways to identify both research methods and managing 

techniques that scholars and practitioners may apply to study and manage teams as 

CAS.

Keywords: teams, complex adaptive systems, nonlinear dynamical systems, 

systematic literature review.
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The time for team research is more propitious than ever, and the science of 

teams is going through one of its most exciting moments (e.g., Kozlowski, Chao, 

Chang, & Fernandez, 2016; Mathieu, Tannenbaum, Donsbach, & Alliger, 2014; Rico, 

Alcover, & Tabernero, 2011). However, developments in this field have revealed 

several unresolved issues; one issue is the consideration of teams as complex adaptive 

systems (CAS; Arrow, McGrath, & Berdhal, 2000). The seminal work of Arrow et al. 

has been well received and widely cited (e.g., Google Scholar: 865 citationsi). 

Nevertheless, a paradoxical situation exists. On the one hand, it is easy to find a 

conceptualization of teams as CAS (or at least a conceptualization of teams 

acknowledging their complexity); on the other hand, the number of empirical research 

endeavors that really incorporate this conceptualization of teams remains scarce.

Complex adaptive systems have been proposed as a core construct of nonlinear 

dynamical systems theory (NDS; Lewin, 1993). They involve a set of independent 

agents acting in parallel to develop models of how things function in their setting, and 

to refine such models through learning and adaptation (Gell-Mann, 1994). Accordingly, 

CAS are open systems characterized by uncertainty about their evolution over time, due 

to the interaction of their components (Guastello & Liebovitch, 2009). The 

popularization of complex adaptive systems is due to the progressive evidence that 

many natural and social phenomena (from ant farms to social organizations), exhibit 

chaotic behavior. So, it was a matter of time until the CAS concept was applied to 

organizational science, and to team research afterwards (Dooley, 1997; Guastello, 

2009). Following this approach, teams are characterized as: (a) complex, because they 

are entities embedded in organizations showing complex behavior; (b) adaptive, 

because they behave dynamically in dealing with environmental changes; and (c) 
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systems, due to their functioning being dependent both on the team’s history and on its 

anticipated future (Arrow et al., 2000).

Thus, thinking of teams as CAS is more than a metaphor to explain teams 

functioning, and it is more than a set of non-linear tools to analyze team behavior. It 

leads to a change in the epistemology of teams which, in turn, gives team researchers 

the opportunity to (a) adopt a different logic of inquiry, (b) to deal with temporal issues,

(c) to raise the level of theoretical sophistication, and (d) thus to lead to better practical 

applications (McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 2000; Navarro, Roe, & Artiles, 2015). The 

use of NDS to study CAS emphasizes the study of team functioning rules and reveals 

what bends these rules. In that sense, CAS do not complicate the science of teams, but 

simplify it, making it more natural, and closer to how phenomena happen (Anderson, 

Meyer, Eisenhardt, Carley, & Pettigrew, 1999; McGrath et al., 2000).  

Despite these advantages and the existing empirical evidence, mainstream 

research is predominantly plagued by linearii thinking and chain-like cause-effect 

connections between pools of variables (Navarro et al., 2015). We suspect this gap may 

be due to the difficulties researchers find in adopting the NDS approach, which is 

probably aggravated by the way NDS researchers disseminate their work. To redress 

this gap, we systematically reviewed the state of the art on teams as CAS. To do so, we 

first systematized current knowledge about empirical research on teams as CAS; then, 

we showed the added value of using the NDS theory on team research and, finally, we 

outlined several guidelines regarding which conceptual, methodological, and practical 

approaches may be implemented by scholars and practitioners to study and manage 

teams as CAS.
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Systematizing Current Knowledge: A Review of Teams as CAS

For the scope of this review, and to minimize the bias associated with the 

traditional heuristic approach, we adopted a replicable, objective, and transparent 

process of systematic review (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). Thus, we first 

elaborated on the search criteria selection and the review process itself, in order to then 

extract several empirical results from the review and elaborate on them. 

Article Search and Selection

Following previous recommendations on systematic literature reviews (e.g., 

Cook, Mulrow, & Haynes, 1997), we adopted a three-step approach to select the 

manuscripts for review. We started by agreeing on the search criteria, and restricted our 

search to two online databases: EBSCO Host (using PsyINFO, PsyARTICLES, 

Academic Search Complete, Business Source Complete, and ERIC databases) and Web 

of Science (using Business Economics, Psychology, Computer Science, Sport Science, 

Social Sciences other topics, and Behavioral Sciences domains). To generate the search 

criteria we paired the word “team”iii with the following keywords: dynamics, non-linear 

dynamics, chaos, chaotic, complex adaptive systems, fuzzy setsiv, phase space, phase 

transition, perturbation, stability, and social network analysis. We searched for peer-

reviewed empirical papers using quantitative methods for hypotheses testing published 

between 2000 and 2016 (qualitative research and case studies were not considered). 

Finally, we received six papers from requests to the (a) Academy of Management 

Organizational Behavior mailing list for unpublished studies; (b) the newsletter of the 

Society for Chaos Theory in Psychology & Life Sciences and its associated distribution 

list; and (c) EAWOP’ Small Group Meeting on non-linear dynamics in work and 

organizational psychology participants (Barcelona, Spain, October 2016).
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We continued our selection process by submitting the manuscripts to three 

consecutive filtering rounds. In the first round, we found 2,516 articles. These were 

screened in the second round to determine which papers would be further reviewed, and

to remove duplications. This involved applying two sets of exclusion criteria (Tranfield 

et al., 2003). First, before abstract screening, we identified whether the articles were: (a)

noncompliant with the established selection criteria, (b) focused on individual or 

organizational level phenomena, (c) using non-human samples (e.g., computational 

simulations, virtual agents; robots), and (d) exclusively applying linear analytical 

techniques to analyze data. Second during abstract screening, we looked for (e) search 

words that were acronyms for unrelated topics (e.g., Congenital High Airway 

Obstruction Syndrome; CHAOS); and (f) keywords with a different meaning from the 

one established by NDS theories (e.g., chaos meaning something complicated, rather 

than a system sensitive to initial conditions). As a result of applying the above criteria, 

we discarded 87% of the first round articles; keeping 326 articles to be reviewed again 

in the third round (see Figure 1). In the third round, complete papers were screened 

using the same exclusion criteria that had been applied in the second round. This 

resulted in 92 manuscripts to be systematically reviewed (3.7% of those selected in the 

first round). 

Systematic Review Results

We used eight indicators in our analysis to draw a full picture of the evolution of

research on teams as CAS from 2000: (a) authorship, (b) institution, (c) country, (d) 

journal, (e) year of publication, (f) keywords, (g) research context and design, and (h) 

data analysis techniques. The quantification of indicators such as authorship, institution,

or country will allow other researchers to identify top contributors in the field and reach 

out to engage in collaboration. Furthermore, it also informs about which non-academic 
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organizations have an interest in the topic, facilitating potential funding and data 

collection opportunities. Learning about the publication rate per year informs about 

evolution in the field. In addition, considering journals is important because they reveal 

how valuable a certain topic is, and help researchers decide where to submit a 

manuscript or where to look for studies. The quantification of keywords and research 

variables is a way of knowing which variables have been more studied. Quantifying 

research methods and designs, and data analysis techniques help in guiding future 

research regarding which settings (e.g., lab vs. field; sample size) and data analysis 

techniques (e.g., cusp catastrophe modeling; non-linear time series analysis) are 

considered when teams are studied as CAS. Considering the above justifications, we 

next present our findingsv:

Authorship. According to Lotka’s law (1926), a small number of authors 

publishes most of the papers, with Keith Davis (n = 8) and Stephen J. Guastello (n = 10)

having the highest number of contributions (13.86%) on teams as CAS. 

Institutions. Many institutions (81.13%) are attributed with only one 

publication; the remaining 18.87% institutions were attributed with between 2 and 15 

articles. The University of Lisbon (n = 15) is the institution with more articles published

over 17 years. 

Countries. Twenty-five countries were identified, with an average number of 

published articles per year being M = 5.15 (SD = 8.14). Thirty six percent of the 

countries had only one publication, and 64% published between 2 and 41 articles over 

16 years. The bar graph presented in Figure 2 shows that the USA (n = 41), Portugal (n 

= 17), and Spain (n = 8) were the countries presenting the highest number of 

publications over 17 years.
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Journals. Table 1 classifies the articles selected per journal impact factor and 

quartile through 2015 (inclusive) according to the Social Science Citation Index from 

the Journal Citation Reports. Despite the relatively low number of articles published 

over the 17 years, 60.2% of the selected articles were published in Quartile 1 and 

Quartile 2 journals. Considering the distribution of articles across scientific disciplines, 

research on teams as CAS has been mainly published in psychology (32.88%), followed

by sport science (23.29%) and human factors (13.7%) journals; while the remaining of 

the manuscripts were published under a wide set of disciplines, such as medicine 

(6.85%), education (4.11%), or statistics (4.11%). 

Publication year. On average, there were M = 5.31 (SD = 5.30) publications per

year on teams as CAS during the analyzed period. The frequency of publications ranged

from 0 (2000, 2001) to 14 (2013), with 66% of publications occurring from 2012 

onward. Figure 3 portrays the evolution of published manuscripts on teams as CAS. 

Keywords. We found 287 keywords in the articles reviewed, such diversity led 

us to create 12 aggregation categories: (a) adaptation, (b) coordination, (c) decision 

making, (d) emergence and dynamics, (e) leadership, (f) methods and data analysis, (g) 

miscellaneous (for those lacking more than three research papers on that topic, and not 

fitting any other category), (h) nonlinear dynamical systems, (i) social networks, (j) 

neuro and psychophysiology, (k) performance, and (l) team context. Table 2 presents 

keyword numbers and examples per category. Excluding the miscellaneous category (n 

= 92), the most frequent keywords were related to methodological issues (methods and 

data analysis, n = 46; nonlinear dynamical systems, n = 35; and team context, n = 26).

Research variables. We considered both independent and dependent variables 

(N = 205), and categorized them to simplify the description of our findings. The 

variables did not match our previous keyword categories, so we created new categories 
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(e.g. movement) and skipped others (e.g. team context). Table 2 shows the number and 

examples of research variables per category. Excepting the miscellaneous category, the 

most frequent independent variables are concerned with coordination (n = 18), team 

composition (n = 16), and processes and emergent states (n = 15). With regard to 

dependent variables, the most frequent concerned coordination (n = 25) and team 

effectiveness (n =14).

Research context and design. Forty eight articles (51.06%) comprised field 

data, whereas 37 articles (39.36%) comprised lab data. From the manuscripts reporting 

lab data, 26 were experiments, and the remaining 9 were computational simulations 

with human participants. Regarding sample characteristics, 70% of the participants in 

the studies reviewed were professional workers (n = 28) or athletes (n = 23). Thirty six 

(38.29%) articles reported having used a sample size of ≤ 10 teams, 18 (19.15%) 

articles reported having used a sample size of 11 to 30 teams, and 26 (30.85%) articles 

reported having a sample size of 31 or more teams. Finally, we found that many of the 

articles reviewed used more than one approach to data collection, often combining 

them. Figure 4 shows that self-reported data (n = 39) and objective data (n = 35) are the 

two most common data collection approaches, followed by human rated interaction (n =

20) and the utilization or archival data (n = 14).  

Data analysis techniques. We found 50 different data analytical techniques; 

these were categorized for the sake of parsimony. Table 3 shows that social network 

analysis (n = 37), time series (n = 22), ANOVA (n = 20), Pearson correlation (n = 16), 

and linear regression (n = 10) were commonly adopted by researchers for hypothesis 

testing. Regarding the NDS approach, entropy measures (n = 9) and maximum 

Lyapunov exponent (n = 5) are more frequent than the others. 
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Up to this point, we have shown the extent to which scholars and practitioners 

devoted attention to teams as CAS. Next, we presented how that attention added value 

to what we know about how teams work. 

Lessons Learnt from 17 Years of Teams as CAS 

Arrow et al. (2000) argued that there are three levels of causal dynamics that 

systematically and non-linearly shape team functioning: (a) local dynamics (i.e., the 

behavior, cognition and effects of team members in interaction with their environment), 

(b) global dynamics (i.e., the process and emergent structures that unfold as individuals 

and teams interact with their environment), and (c) contextual dynamics (i.e., the impact

of context specific features on teams’ local and global dynamics). To systematize the 

lessons learned from our review, and connect them with the Arrow et al. (2000) 

taxonomy of causal dynamics in teams, we organized the reviewed papers in three 

clusters: 

Cluster 1--local dynamics, including articles mostly about how team members 

develop central positions in their social network, and gain influence over team 

members and team outcomes (e.g., Klein, Lim, Staltz, & Mayer, 2004); 

Cluster 2--global dynamics, including manuscripts focusing on how group 

processes and emergent states emerge and unfold over time using combinations 

of linear (e.g., ANOVA) and non-linear (e.g., non-linear time series) methods 

(e.g., Sauer & Kauffeld, 2015); and 

Cluster 3--contextual dynamics, including articles revealing how team 

contextual factors, such as change in context and leadership rules influence 

global and individual level dynamics (e.g., Stevens & Galloway, 2014). 

Local Dynamics
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Our selection of manuscripts that fitted the local dynamics cluster mostly 

concerned individual centrality in network structures (i.e., the strength and number of 

links received from other individuals in a social network; Contractor, DeChurch, 

Carson, Carter, & Keegan, 2012). Our review shows that information flow, 

demographics, values, personality, knowledge expertise, or hormone levels predict team

members’ centrality in their social network (e.g., Kaonga et al., 2013; Klein et al., 2004,

Palazzolo, 2005; Ponzi, et al., 2016). Learning how individuals acquire centrality in 

their social networks is of value to understanding how key team phenomena--such as 

informal leadership--emerge and develop, and how they influence teamwork processes 

and outcomes. Research by Sarker, Ahuja, Sarker, and Kirkeby (2011), and Sarker, 

Sarker, Kirkeby, and Chakraborty (2011) suggests that the extent to which information 

flows in a network predicts centrality, and team member performance depends on 

whether a trustworthy individual occupies a central role in the network (i.e., trust 

centrality). Sarker et al. (2013) further found that for high-trust centrality, 

communication highly impacts team member performance, whereas low-trust centrality 

leads to poor team member performance. Besides trust, Klein et al. (2004) found that 

whereas education and emotional stability predict team member centrality in a team’s 

advice, friendship, and adversarial network; similarity in personal values such as 

hedonism and tradition predict centrality in advice and friendship networks. Also, worth

mentioning is Ponzi et al.’s (2016) complementing extant team network centrality 

research by considering the role of physiological markers, which show how team 

member popularity and degree of team interconnection depend on basal testosterone and

cortisol levels. 

Leadership has been examined as a complex phenomenon. By combining a 

longitudinal design with social network analysis, Emery, Calvard, and Pierce (2013) 
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reported how different team members emerged and disappeared as informal leaders over

time, and how members’ traits (e.g., extraversion) influence their nomination as 

informal leaders. In addition, Fransen et al. (2015) revealed that regardless of formal 

leadership, informal leadership emerges via informal leaders engaging in motivational 

and social behaviors. Besides that, Long and Siau (2007) suggested that network 

structures in software development teams evolve from a centralized single-core 

structure, to a layered structure with multiple cores. As the network grows, an 

increasing number of core individuals communicate more and facilitate management, 

evidencing self-organization. 

Global Dynamics

The papers falling within this cluster examined team processes (e.g., 

coordination), and emergent statesvi (e.g., cohesion), and group outcomes (i.e., 

performance). We briefly synthesized research on each category.

Group Processes 

Adaptation. Team adaptation has been conceptualized as a non-linear, 

discontinuous process. Barth, Schraagen, Schmettow, and Apperley (2015) examined 

team adaptation in surgical teams observing structural network communication changes.

They reveal that for non-complex tasks, team communication networks became 

centralized and less interdependent; whereas under complex problem-solving tasks, 

communication networks became decentralized, enhancing information exchange. 

Interestingly, however, the frequency of communication events was lower in complex 

tasks than in simpler tasks (i.e., evidence of implicit coordination; Rico, Sánchez-

Manzanares, Gil, & Gibson, 2008). Adopting a multi-phasic approach (Marks et al., 

2001), Barth et al. (2015) also showed that network density and reciprocity were higher 

during transition phases (i.e., when teams prepare to perform) compared with action 
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phases (i.e., when teams actually perform), and that there is more information sharing 

during transition phases than action phases, as recent developments in team adaptation 

predict (Rico, Gibson, Sánchez-Manzanares, & Clark, 2014).  

Considering team learning as part of the team adaptation process, Burke, Stagl, 

Salas, Pierce, & Kendall, 2006, and Rebelo, Stamovlasis, Lourenço, Dimas, and 

Pinheiro (2016) found that team learning is better described as a discontinuous process 

(i.e., cusp catastrophe), rather than a continuous process (linear). Further, Paletz, Kim, 

Schunn, Tollinger, and Vera (2013) found that team learning helps team members to 

improve their routine and adaptive expertise, and that current levels of such expertise 

are the best predictors of future team performance.

Team coordination. Regarding team coordination, Bourbousson, R’Kiouak, and

Eccles (2015) revealed that while expert team members use more implicit coordination 

processes (i.e., coordination based on anticipation and proactive behavioral change; 

Rico et al., 2008) and are less aware of other team members when the team is 

performing, novice team members engage in more explicit coordination process (i.e., 

coordination based on communication and planning) and are more aware of each other. 

Bourbousson et al. (2015) also reported a contagion phenomenon on basketball teams: 

when dyads are tightly coupled (i.e. both members are aware of the behavior of the 

other) it is easier for a third member to engage with the dyad to constitute a triad. 

Further to this, Aubke, Wöber, Scott, and Baggio (2014) found that social 

network connectedness is influenced by the volume of resources flowing through 

specific team members. Additionally, they report that team cohesion and performance 

levels depend on team members’ expertise and information sharing engagement (i.e., 

explicit coordination) during task performance. In addition, Mundt and Zakletskaia 

(2015) found that the communication networks of healthcare teams which were 
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decentralized with a higher density of team member interactions had fewer urgent care 

and emergency department visits, and were more efficient in medical cost per patient 

over 12 months. Such findings support the CAS notion of teams as self-organizing 

entities that explicitly coordinate to effectively adapt.

Finally, Gorman, Amazeen, and Cooke (2010) suggest that changes in team 

coordination over time depend on team stability. Thus, intact teams (i.e., teams who 

worked together longer without changes) displayed exploration and correction 

behaviors, while reconfigured teams displayed only exploration strategies for adopting 

new coordination requirements. Furthermore, reconfigured teams were more flexible 

than intact teams and, over time, adopted more new coordination requirements than 

intact teams. The discovery that reconfigured teams exhibited greater flexibility and 

adaptive behaviors was possible due to the use of NDS techniques (Gorman et al., 

2010).

Team Movement. Movement research is a common theme in sport science 

emerging in our review and offers a complementary view to the study of teams as CAS. 

Researchers in this area are interested in using individual and collective movement 

features to predict team behavior (e.g., change in team member trajectory), and team 

outcomes (e.g., score in a match). Data collection in such studies comes from video and 

GPS signal recordings, and analyses are done using both linear (e.g., t-tests) and non-

linear analytical methods (e.g., Voronoi diagrams; Fonseca, Milho, Travassos, & 

Araújo, 2012). For example, Travassos, Araújo, Vilar, and McGarry (2011) studied the 

emergence of subgroup networks in water polo teams during game play, and found that 

interaction peaks aggregated around a preferential attachment player who is the key 

decision maker during the game. Furthermore, Camerino, Chaverri, Anguera, and 

Jonsson (2012) found that during football (i.e., soccer) games, using a T-patterns 
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approach (i.e., T-patterns are temporal patterns of interactive behavioral chains 

governed by structures of variable stability that can be visualized; for further detail on 

how to use it and its application within the team setting, see Magnusson, Burgoon, & 

Casarrubea, 2016) allows team players’ movement and game play to be detected, and 

can also predict which interactions lead to better goal opportunities and scores. Thus, T-

patterns interaction reveal how in team sports, behavior is more synchronized than it 

appears, and that regularities in playing styles exist. To further this idea, Corrêa, Alegre,

Freudenheim, Santos, and Tani (2012) investigated the adaptive process of futsal (i.e., 

indoor soccer) teams, identifying intra-team and inter-team patterns for both attack and 

defense plays, with non-linear dynamics. Corrêa et al. observed that intra-team 

dynamics were aimed at reducing discrepancies and increasing stability during defense 

phases, whereas during attack phases the dynamics were aimed at increasing defense 

destabilizing dynamics. Finally, research by Esteves et al. (2015) showed that the way 

interpersonal distance changes between attackers and defenders in football (i.e., soccer) 

influenced the possibilities of converting a shot into an actual goal.

Group Emergent States. One of the greatest challenges in teamwork research is

to measure and characterize the dynamics of team emergent states (e.g., team cohesion).

Framing teams as CAS, and consequently combining linear and non-linear analytical 

methods with the study of emergent states might be a way to significantly expand what 

we know about how emergent states form, change, and deactivate. An illustrative 

example is the research on team brain activity using electroencephalography (EEG) 

signals (e.g., Likens, Amazeen, Stevens, Galloway, & Gorman, 2014). Using an EEG 

derived measure of engagement (termed neurophysiological synchronies of 

engagement), Stevens, Gorman, Amazeen, Likens, and Galloway (2013) found that 

periods of up to 10 minutes of team cognitive reorganization occurred naturally around 
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stressful teamwork events and following external perturbations. Such reorganizations 

were structured around episodes of communication, and occurred less frequently in 

experienced teams. From a similar approach, another topic in our review is 

physiological-behavioral coupling or how teammates’ physiological signals (e.g., 

heartbeats) became synchronized with the passing of time (e.g., Guastello, et al., 2016). 

Along these lines, Mønster Håkonsson, Eskildsen, and Wallot (2016) found that team 

members spontaneously synchronize their skin conductance and electromyography 

measures of the corrugator supercilii during cooperative production tasks. Moreover, 

they found that while high team synchrony signals team cohesion, low team synchrony 

signals a team decision to adopt new behaviors across multiple performance events.

Finally, Guastello (2007a, 2007b, 2010) has explained how leadership in teams 

emerges following a non-linear distribution using catastrophe models. Guastello has 

described the emergence of leaders as an abrupt event where individuals assume, or 

renounce the role of leader in a non-linear way. Additionally, Guastello, also established

a relationship between leadership as a cusp catastrophe, a specific example of non-linear

behavior, and team performance.

Team Outcomes.

Team Performance. Considering team performance as a non-linear phenomenon

has been made possible by adopting NDS techniques, and implies that performance 

variations do not occur in proportion to the increase or decrease of any predictive 

variable (e.g., team size), and has non-linear (i.e., chaotic) variation. For example, 

Ramos-Villagrasa, Navarro, and García-Izquierdo (2012) combined linear and non-

linear methods to examine the performance dynamics of Spanish league basketball 

teams over 12 seasons. They found that the team performance change pattern fluctuated 

over time by exhibiting a deterministic variation, where top performing teams displayed
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a specific fluctuation pattern (i.e., low dimensional chaos, see below). This study 

empirically supported team performance non-linearity, and revealed that chaos, rather 

than stability, allows teams to reach their goals over time. 

Chaotic Dynamics and Healthy Variability. Interestingly, during the review we 

found a phenomenon called healthy variability, which follows from physiology research

and is adopted to describe an optimum state of variability in a complex system that 

predicts optimal performance (Navarro & Rueff-Lopes, 2015). Using the notion of 

healthy variability, Correia, Araújo, Davids, Fernandes, and Fonseca (2011) studied 

sport teams performance through team movement dynamics (i.e., distance gained 

between defending and attacking teams during rugby games). They found that the 

amplitude (variability) of movements positively predicts the effectiveness of team 

attacking, while entropy levels in players’ movements (i.e., the rate of information loss 

in a time series as a consequence of chaotic behavior; Pincus, 2006) was negatively 

related to attacking effectiveness. 

Additional support for the healthy variability notion came from the studies 

conducted by Likens et al. (2014) when analyzing the impact of EEG data patterns on 

team processes and outcomes. Likens et al. used multifractal analysis (i.e., a dynamical 

systems tool that is specifically designed to extract patterns across levels of analysis) to 

examine team cognitive activity during team communication. Their findings show that 

smooth fractal dynamics (i.e., smoothly running systems in which the nested 

physiological or cognitive components interact efficiently), predict team strategy 

adaptation and coordination over time, while breakdowns in fractal dynamics predict 

team malfunctioning. Finally, following the same idea of healthy variability, Curral, 

Marques-Quinteiro, Gomes, and Lind (2016) found that higher team efficiency is 

achieved in teams where a moderate number of team members display behaviors 
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facilitating information flow and idea implementation between team members, while 

teams that had extremely high or low numbers of individuals performing such behaviors

were less effective.

Contextual Dynamics

Studying the contextual dynamics of teams as CAS requires understanding how 

contextual factors such as environmental uncertainty or hierarchy influence individual 

and collective phenomena (e.g., team coordination). With this in mind, Stevens and 

Galloway (2014) examined how contextual change modifies team neurodynamics (i.e., 

the non-linear dynamics resulting from the quantitative co-expression of an EEG- 

cognitive marker of different team members). They tested the assumption that raw EEG 

fluctuations (e.g., frequency) may contain statistical regularities expressing task and 

team actions that might be important for team functioning. Their results suggest that 

contextual disturbances affected a team’s neurodynamic organization, with rigidity (i.e.,

linear dynamics) or high fluidity (i.e., random dynamics) leading to poor team 

neurodynamic organization.

While these findings might lead us to consider classical U shaped phenomena, 

the chance to examine the possible non-linearity of such phenomena enhances the 

likelihood of there being dynamic variations instead of a fixed pattern. This approach 

would also be useful for relevant team processes such as motivation, engagement, 

leadership or cohesion. On this basis, Curral et al. (2016) studied leadership theory in 

the lab from a complexity standpoint. They found that different behavioral rules (e.g., 

defining which leadership behaviors team members should display) led to alternative 

leadership arrangements and differences in team efficiency. They also found that 

whereas centralized leadership arrangements (i.e., leadership function is centralized in 

one member) led to poor team outcomes, decentralized leadership arrangements (i.e., 
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leadership function is shared by team members) led to improved team self-organization 

and higher team efficiency. 

Arrow et al.’s (2000) three levels of causal dynamics guided our narrative along 

this section. Next, we focus on the theoretical and methodological guidelines that might 

help researchers’ approach in studying teams as complex adaptive systems. 

Studying CAS from NDS Theory: A Field Guideline

If we have been persuasive enough, some readers will be wondering how to 

incorporate NDS in their team research. To assist in this endeavor, we devote this 

section to providing support in three main areas: (a) theoretical approach, (b) research 

design, and (c) data collection, and data analysis. We elaborate on each of these below. 

In any event, if the reader needs a more accessible introduction to NDS, we recommend 

books by Abraham and Shaw (1992), or Briggs and Peat (1990).

Theoretical Approach

Characterizing teams as CAS requires noting that teams have one or more of the 

characteristics of complex behavior exhibited in Table 4. As has been sufficiently 

substantiated in our review, ample research supports the use of the CAS approach in 

team research, with the study of non-linear relationships being among the variables of 

interest, as well as the study of chaos in their dynamic, or the emergent appearance of 

some team states. Accordingly, a CAS approach can be used to build team theories that 

address what the constructs are, how and why they are related, where and when the 

constructs are applicable, and to whom (Whetten, 1989). In our opinion, considering 

teams as CAS means taking special care regarding the questions of what, how and why, 

when and whom. Let us develop these ideas.

What are the team constructs from a CAS perspective? Considering teams as

CAS requires embracing the idea of fuzzy sets. Accordingly, the main construct 
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involved here is the team concept itself, and it is easy to see how the science of teams 

paid a lot of attention to defining it. For example, McGrath (1984) had already defined 

teams as fuzzy sets in the sense that there are some imprecisions, for example, in the 

degree of members’ awareness about their sense of belonging to the team, in the exact 

number of members on the team, in the range of behavior and situations in which 

members are interdependent, and so on. All the current literature about groupness or 

entitativity is devoted to these fuzzy properties in teams (Meneses, Ortega, Navarro, & 

Quijano, 2008). And the ongoing discussion about the differences between work groups

and teams (Kozlowski & Bell, 2003) can be understood as a tacit recognition of the 

fuzzy nature of team phenomenon.

How and why are the constructs related? Understanding teams as CAS entails

thinking in a nonlinear way to build theories and relate them to the constructs involved. 

At this point, team literature is still anchored in formulating research questions 

hypothesizing that one variable will be linearly positively or negatively related to 

another (e.g., more of X will be related to more of Y). Team theory should evolve to 

propose and study a more fine-grained relationship among variables; for example, 

clarifying tipping points, or proposing the existence of third variables to show how 

other variables interrelate. In this regard, when studies introduced third variables (e.g., 

task interdependence) thus altering the cohesion-team performance relationship (e.g., 

Beal, Cohen, Burke, & McLendon, 2003), research concerning cohesion and 

performance tangibly progressed.

When are the constructs applicable? In our opinion, this is the most neglected 

question in current team literature. Despite the existence of very widely cited research 

about time and teams, such as the studies about temporal influences in project teams by 

Gersick (1988, 1989), the model about team socialization by Moreland and Levine 
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(1982; Levine & Moreland, 1994) or the well-known book written by McGrath and 

Tschan (2004), the science of teams could do better. By definition, all team processes 

and emergent states have a beginning, development and ending, and team research 

should be able to trace these temporal dynamics (McGrath & Tschan, 2004). As we will

discuss later, this has important consequences for research designs, and for theory 

building. We need theories that incorporate temporal dynamics in the processes or states

of interest, theories that propose when things happen, how they change over time, and 

why. Tackling these issues will greatly develop team science.

Who are the constructs applicable to? The last key aspect to consider in the 

generation of team theories should take into account the fact that not all teams are equal.

The existing typologies (e.g., project teams, top management teams, crews, virtual 

teams, etc.) provide a starting point for theory building. However, we believe we should

move forward acknowledging that each team is unique in some way. Just as individual 

psychology is moving to consider the non-ergodicity (i.e., each item of psychological 

data is always a combination of person, situation and time: the person is not always the 

same across situations and across different times) nature of its phenomena of interest 

(Molenaar, 2004), team research should do the same. The study of a team as a CAS 

requires a focus on the intra-team level because teams are not homogeneous (i.e., 

behave in a same way), and not stationary (i.e., not all teams evolve in the same way 

over time). To paraphrase Molenaar (2004): since psychosocial processes like cohesion,

leadership, performance and so on, occur in real time at the team level, we could define 

them as team-specific. Thus, to retrieve more sensitive theory building about the 

idiographic characteristics of teams would be commendable. 

Research Design and Data Collection
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The theory of teams as CAS highlights time as an essential component of team 

behavior, consequently the use of time series is highly recommended (e.g., longitudinal 

research designs). To identify trends in the variables, we need to be sure that the time 

series cover all parts of the underlying dynamics. Depending on our research purposes, 

from two different moments of measurement (e.g., catastrophe models applied before 

and after a transition-produced event) we would need more than fifty data points (e.g., 

to use Lyapunov exponents; Guastello & Gregson, 2011). In addition, the time lag (i.e., 

the time separation between the measures) is just as important as the measurement 

frequency. Focusing on intra-team changes requires that measures be done considering 

the expected variability of the construct of interest. For example, it seems reasonable to 

consider team mental models as a more stable construct than team situational models 

(Rico et al., 2008). Thus, each variable will require a different measurement time-scale 

according to the rate-change of the different variables investigated (e.g., Zaheer, Albert, 

& Zaheer, 1999).Exceptionally, cross-sectional designs may also be used, particularly 

when we analyze the increase in explained variance of a non-linear model compared 

with traditional linear models (e.g., Rebelo et al., 2016).

Data Analysis

Frequently, the first thing researchers read about non-linear dynamics is the kind

of analyses carried out. Analyzing complex behavior requires alternative ways to deal 

with data, but theoretical support to use NDS analyses is necessary. In this section we 

give an overview and several recommendations for analyzing data using NDS. 

Overall Recommendations. Until enough evidence is accumulated to ensure 

the characteristics of teams as CAS (e.g., non-linear relationships, chaotic dynamic, 

etc.), researchers should verify that their data exhibit at least one complex pattern 

property (see Table 4). For example, Ramos-Villagrasa et al. (2012) conducted three 
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analyses to guarantee that their teams presented a complex behavior pattern (maximum 

Lyapunov exponent estimation –an indicator of chaos; recurrence plots –a visual way to

identify non-linear dynamics; and surrogate data testing –a non-linear analysis 

performed to discard random dynamics). Thus, if data do not exhibit a complex pattern, 

then we may better proceed with traditional analytical approaches (e.g., growth 

modeling). In any case, the use of NDS analysis could complement other kinds of 

analysis. For example, Gorman, Hessler, Amazeen, Cooke, and Shope (2012) used NDS

to detect team communication perturbations, and regression analysis to test whether 

such perturbations impacted on communication dynamics.

Regarding data analysis itself, we recommend the use of R software (www.r-

project.org). R is free, based on open source, runs on a wide variety of platforms 

(Linux, Windows, MacOS) and shell to perform statistical analysis that provides many 

statistical techniques available in other commercial programs, but which has two main 

advantages over them when NDS analyses are needed. First, R can handle various 

databases simultaneously, a highly recommended property if we consider each team as 

unique; and second, R allows the installation of updated packages developed by an 

active online community that constantly incorporates new features for running NDS 

analyses. In this regard, Table 5 shows the correspondence of different analyses and the 

R package supporting them. As an alternative, MatLab also has many ways to perform 

these analyses and another extensive online sharing community committed to this 

approach. Finally, it is also possible to use the syntax options in the very well-known 

SPSS (e.g., Guastello & Gregson, 2011, chapters 3 and 12). Irrespective of the software 

used, below we describe briefly some specific non-linear techniques particularly useful 

for team research.
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Catastrophe Modeling. Catastrophe theory is focused on the study of 

discontinuous, abrupt changes in dependent variables resulting from small and 

continuous changes in independent variables (Guastello, 2013). Several catastrophe 

models can be identified depending on their geometric appearance (e.g., cusp or 

butterfly), and depending on the number of dependent and independent variables 

involved (i.e., parameters). Cusp catastrophe, the most commonly used in team 

research, describes change between two stable states of the dependent variable (i.e., 

order parameter) and two independent variables (i.e., control parameters; Ceja & 

Navarro, 2012). Catastrophe modeling offers several advantages over traditional linear 

analysis. It focuses on process dynamics, including discontinuous change; considers 

non-linearity, richly describes the phenomenon under consideration; and includes 

outliers in the model that are not excluded as measurement error, which is important 

when teams are analyzed individually (Kauffman & Oliva, 1994). Thus, it is not 

surprising that catastrophe models explain more variance than linear analysis when 

complex behavior is studied (e.g., Guastello, 2002; 2011). 

Entropy. There are several entropy measures in the team literature that we 

briefly detail next. First, ApEn (i.e. approximate entropy; Pincus, 1991) analyzes the 

patterns contained in a time series. A positive value of entropy is associated with a 

chaotic pattern, in that the higher the value, the harder it is to predict the future values of

the time series. Several studies from our review use this approach, especially those 

involving sport teams. For example, Gonçalves, Marcelino, Torres-Ronda, Torrents, and

Sampaio (2016) uses ApEn to study professional and amateur sport teams in different 

situations (e.g. distance to nearest opponent, number of teammates available). Another 

entropy indicator is Cross-ApEn (i.e. cross approximate entropy) that analyzes 

similarity among two correlated time series. Values near to zero indicate greater 
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similarity between the time series, suggesting an underlying pattern among them; while 

higher values suggest dissimilarity between time series.

Hurst Exponent. The Hurst exponent is considered both a measure of the 

chaotic dynamic (i.e., sensitive to initial conditions) and fractality (i.e., multilevel self-

similarity). This index shows the degree to which a time series tends to move into a 

certain set of values. The Hurst exponent has values between 0 and 1. Where 0.5 is an 

indicator of random time series, values up to 0.5 indicate that the observed behavior is 

less frequent over time (anti-persistent), and values from 0.5 to 1 indicate that the 

behavior is more frequent over time (persistent). An application for the Hurst exponent 

can be found in Likens et al. (2014), showing Hurst exponent differences during team 

performance.

Maximum Lyapunov Exponent. The Lyapunov exponent is a quantitative 

indicator of the degree to which a time series is sensitive to initial conditions; in other 

words, it is a measure that reveals the underlying data pattern (i.e. linear, chaos, or 

random). Similarly to entropy, when a time series is linear or near to linearity (i.e. 

without chaotic behavior), the Lyapunov exponent is zero or less. In other cases, as 

chaos or random patterns appear, it shows positive values. Following Guastelo and 

Liebovitch (2009), if we convert Lyapunov exponents into fractal dimensions, values 

around 1-2 usually characterize self-organized systems and dimensions greater than 3 

represent chaos. Maximum Lyapunov exponent was used in team research to identify 

data patterns and real time team communication changes (Gorman et al., 2012; Ramos-

Villagrasa et al., 2012).

Phase Space Analysis. This is a mathematical space comprising the number of 

dimensions (i.e. variables) in the system under study (Passos et al., 2009). In the 

strictest sense, the phase space is not an NDS analysis, but it is frequently used in this 
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context to identify chaotic behavior in the system, including the shape of the ‘strange 

attractors’ that characterize chaotic dynamics (i.e. regions of the phase space where the 

system tends to back from time to time, usually never to the same point, but close). 

When using phase space analysis, it is crucial to select an adequate number of variables 

(e.g., estimating the correlation dimension or Hurst exponent), and to ensure the 

relevance of such variables in predicting the system behavior. An application of phase 

space analysis can be found in Passos et al. (2009), which reports three different 

structures in the phase space of rugby dyads that correspond to three different situations 

produced during the match.

Recurrence Analysis. Like the phase space, the recurrence plot is a graphical 

display of a time series used to identify whether a time series presents a deterministic 

(i.e. near to linearity or chaotic) or random pattern. In addition to the recurrence plot, 

there also are some recurrence quantification analyses that allow us to characterize 

numerically that plots. Several metrics help to analyze the graphical display, as %DET, 

which can be used to compare plots and interpret them analytically (e.g., Aks, 2011). 

Although some quantitative indexes exist, evidence about their performance has not 

been established. Thus, it is recommended that this indicator be used in combination 

with others to verify results (e.g., maximum Lyapunov exponent). An example of the 

application of recurrence plots to team research can be found in the above mentioned 

Mønster et al.’s (2016) study of skin conductance synchronization among team 

members.

A deeper and more extensive discussion about NDS analytical techniques falls 

outside the scope of this paper. However, additional guidance and detailed information 

can be found in Gregson and Guastello (2011), or Heath (2000).

Discussion
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This paper reinvigorates the NDS approach to further develop research on teams 

as CAS. To do so, we systematically review and describe the topography of this 

research, highlighting the lessons learnt and providing guidelines for designing research 

and analyzing data using this approach. The legacy of Arrow et al. (2000) has not been 

sufficiently taken advantage of to further develop the science of teams. Only some of 

their postulates, such as emergence (captured by the multilevel paradigm; Kozlowski & 

Klein, 2000) and dynamics (captured by the longitudinal paradigm; Roe, 2008) have 

been adopted by team scientists to better understand teams. Ironically, the way the field 

evolved is different from what Arrow et al. (2000) suggested. Although emergence and 

dynamics, two core properties of CAS and NDS, are now part of the field’s constructs, 

and team phenomena are widely acknowledged as complex, the research methods being 

employed by scholars kept team science away from non-linearity and confined within 

the linear-positivist realm. We hope our contribution will reveal that NDS methods are 

reliable and valuable to better understand the complexity of teams, and further enrich 

former discoveries solely relying on linear methods. Our review has some implications 

for team science theory and practice which deserve further consideration.

Theoretical Implications

To discuss the theoretical implications of our review, we follow again the 

multilevel structure of Arrow et al. (2000): local, global, and contextual dynamics.

Local dynamics. CAS comprise a property that should be highlighted at the 

local level: fractality. Understood as the self-similarity of a variable across levels, 

fractality provides theoretical support to investigate team level equivalence of individual

or organizational phenomena, while revealing their dissimilarities across levels. The 

self-similarity of fractal structure implies resemblance, but not 1:1 equivalence. Thus, it 

is possible that different but similar variables (operating at other levels of analysis) are 
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determining changes in team functioning. For example, the study by Emery et al. (2013)

found that informal leadership emerges when teammates engage in motivational and 

social behaviors. This kind of logic will provide the much needed theoretical backing to 

support incipient attempts to extend several explanatory individual models (e.g., 

motivation or Job-Demands resources) to team level (Chen & Kanfer, 2006; Urien, 

Rico, Demerouti & Bakker, in preparation).

Global dynamics. In our review, we found a considerable amount of research at 

this level of analysis. This occurs in part, because the pace of teams and their processes 

are analyzed at this level. As an intrinsically dynamic-approach, NDS seems a 

reasonable way to understand some of the topics of recent growing interest, such as 

adaptation or coordination. One indicator of this idea is the great number of empirical 

articles that we found to describe movement, synchronization, etc. in sport research (e.g.

Côrrea et al., 2012; Esteves et al., 2015). In addition, some of the studies reviewed, like 

those by Likens et al. (2014), and Espinosa and Clark (2014) led us to think that NDS 

offers new approaches to well-established team constructs, like team cognition by using 

EEG and social networks.

Our findings regarding healthy variability warrant additional theoretical 

discussion, as we consider them one of the most prominent results of our review. It 

seems desirable that team processes and outcomes are reached when the team is able to 

substantially change (i.e. modify) its behavior in accordance with changing 

circumstances and demands, yet not so much as to make the team derail. Thus, healthy 

variability resembles the classic inverted U-shape reported in extant cross-sectional 

team research suggesting that extremely low or high levels of a variable have a negative

impact on a second variable, turning the middle into the optimal point. From a 

longitudinal approach, healthy variability means also that extremely low or high 
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fluctuations are related to the poorest results (Navarro & Rueff-Lopes, 2015). 

Accordingly, healthy variability is a good candidate to be incorporated in team 

adaptation studies concerned with the optimal range of fluctuation in team processes 

(e.g., team coordination) yielding positive team adaptive outcomes.

Contextual dynamics. Unlike global dynamics, contextual dynamics remains an

issue that deserves more attention in the future. In that sense, considering teams as CAS 

underlines the need to study the role of initial conditions (i.e., how a team begins) as a 

determinant of team evolution. For example, the studies using catastrophe models show 

the impact of initial conditions on the evolution of teams (e.g., Guastello, 2010). Thus, 

conceptualizing in which situations contextual variables behave as order or control 

parameters of different team phenomena, would lead to interesting insights into 

contextual dynamics.

Practical Implications

Our review also has some practical implications both for researchers and 

practitioners. We articulated these around three main questions: why is research on 

teams as CAS not easily accessible?, how do linear and non-linear analytical techniques 

complement each other? and how can NDS be applied to managing teams? 

Why is research on teams as CAS not accessible? Although our review 

reveals there is ample consensus on theoretically defining teams as CAS, researchers do 

not study them as such. It is true that research on teams as CAS exists, but why is it hard

to find? We believe that one main reason for this is because such research has been 

developed predominantly by and for a community of ‘NDS-believers’. This community 

have marginalized themselves through their own journals (e.g., Nonlinear Dynamics, 

Psychology, and Life Sciences, called also NDPLS), and by communicating results to 
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an audience that understands and trusts in NDS theory1. As a result, with very few 

exceptions (e.g., Guastello, 2010), this has created a divide between NDS research 

applied to teams, and team research in general. 

A second main reason why studying teams as CAS is not so popular, hence 

reinforcing the divide, is the unfamiliar constructs, and the mathematical logic 

supporting NDS analysis seeming too complicated to master and interpret (Guastello, 

2001). For instance, the collection of NDS constructs and approaches we summarized in

previous sections are just a small portion of the techniques used, and illustrate only the 

most commonly used in the study of teams as CAS. In addition, techniques such as cusp

catastrophe modeling or the Maximum Lyapunov exponent have a mathematical origin 

and are expressed in mathematical language, not in qualitative sentences. Thus, this 

complicates sharing such approaches with a wider audience, and discourages 

researchers from learning and applying them in their research. However, as our review 

illustrates, performing research using NDS does not substantially differ from the 

mainstream approach in team research in terms of analysis, nor from a conceptual point 

of view.

Some tentative solutions to this issue could be proposed. First, special articles in 

widely cited journals would expose the field to a greater audience and contribute 

towards reducing the bias of considering teams as CAS as an obscure and eccentric part 

of team research. Second, if Ph.D. students receive training in NDS theorizing and 

1  We agree with an anonymous reviewer who noted that NDPLS has positioned 
itself as the place where the cutting edge of non-linear science occurs, at least for all 
areas outside of physical systems. When the journal was started, potential authors had a 
serious concern that editors and reviewers of conventional journals reject manuscripts 
because they do not understand the material. Thus, we are in a bind due to a situation of 
shared guilt: on the one hand is the traditional science which is tied to its first principles 
and on the other, NDS researchers who are not able to successfully communicate their 
approach.
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analytical techniques, it will be much easier and more natural for them to use such 

methods in their research. 

How do linear and non-linear analytical techniques complement each 

other? One interesting fact that emerged during our review was that authors often 

combine linear and non-linear methods to understand the phenomena under research 

(e.g., social network analysis and linear regression for hypotheses testing). We believe 

that the analytical techniques utilized under NDS theory are not intended to replace the 

use of linear analytical approaches, nor they are the holy grail of team science. But, they

can truly add valuable knowledge to what we already know (and may know) about 

teamwork.

To illustrate our point, let’s take the relationship between team coordination and 

performance, and imagine that we want to know how team coordination leads to better 

team performance. Using ANOVAS and t tests we could find team mean differences for

a given absolute value. For instance, we could reveal whether initial conditions such as 

group size (n = 4 vs. n = 9) can explain differences in team members’ capacity to plan 

the team task and share information (i.e., to explicitly coordinate), and in team 

performance. However, ANOVAS and t tests do not provide information about the 

dynamics of coordination and performance when there are different initial team sizes. 

Thus, ANOVAS and t tests ignore the abrupt change that so often characterizes team 

reality, at least if we do not use extreme group designs (Guastello, 2001). If a cusp 

catastrophe model is additionally used to analyze data, researchers can learn under 

which values of coordination and team size, team performance suddenly and 

dramatically improves or diminishes (Guastello, 2013). Furthermore, using a Lyapunov 

exponent will reveal how chaotic (i.e., sensitive to system initial condition) a team is. 

For instance, optimum team performance levels could be determined when coordination
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presents a low-dimensional chaotic variation, and worst team performance levels when 

coordination presents linear and random variation (e.g., Guastello & Guastello, 1998).

How can NDS be applied to managing teams? While some may sound more 

feasible than others, our review reveals how NDS theory could be applied to manage 

teams. For example, to the extent that an electrocardiogram shows the non-linearity of a 

heart beating and provides information on patients’ health allowing doctors to take the 

necessary actions; the collection of individual team members’ EEGs might also be 

useful to inform about the quality of team member interactions and predict team 

breakdowns during training or real task assignments (Likens et al., 2014). Under 

synchronous EEG activity, coordination could unfold smoothly, whereas asynchronous 

EEG activity might signal an upcoming disruption in teamwork (Likens et al., 2014). 

The same reasoning goes for skin-conductance and EMG, which have been shown to be

good predictors of team performance in production tasks (Mønster et al., 2016). Future 

wearable devices will make gathering and using these kinds of psychophysiological 

markers natural. 

Another practical application of NDS techniques to team management could be 

predicting variations in team performance by means of cusp catastrophe modeling. 

Following cusp catastrophe modeling, it could be argued that the extent to which team 

performance will change abruptly can be predicted by at least two parameters 

(independent variables): asymmetry parameters and bifurcation parameters (Guastello, 

2013). Asymmetry parameters are responsible for smooth data distributions, and predict

linear changes in the dependent variable (Zeeman, 1976). A good candidate as 

asymmetry parameters are team processes, which have been systematically shown to be 

positively and linearly related with team performance (LePine, Piccolo, Jackson, 

Mathieu, & Saul, 2008). Bifurcation parameters are responsible for discontinuity, and 
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do not correlate with the outcome variable (Zeeman, 1976). Differently from asymmetry

variables, control parameters cause discontinuities in data distribution and cause data 

bimodality (i.e., data distribution is polarized, with most cases concentrating on two 

extremes). Following research on team diversity faultlines (e.g., Meyer, Glenz, Antino, 

Rico, & Gonzalez-Romá, 2014) it could be argued that faultlines are a bifurcation 

parameter predicting chaotic distribution in team performance under cusp catastrophe 

modeling. Thus, using catastrophe models, managers may predict at which exact values 

of team processes and team faultlines team performance will display catastrophic 

variation (Guastello, 2013). 

Conclusion

The science of teams is a multidisciplinary field, and understanding teams as 

CAS can make a great contribution towards team scientists’ speaking a common 

language. As the interest in temporal issues on teams steadily grows, it becomes ever 

more necessary to find ways to deal with phenomena that do not behave in a stable way 

over time. In this endeavor NDS allows us to better understand team functioning. NDS 

is more than just a new fancy set of methods; it is a change in the way we conceptualize 

teams, and the closest way to be faithful to McGrath et al.’s (2000) proposition. It is our

hope that the next seventeen years will bring the maturation of teams as CAS.
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i  Search done in April 26, 2017.
ii  We use the term linear to describe those approaches sustained on the General Linear Model or similar, where 
proportionality among the variables involved is expected. However, non-linearity comprises a set of possible 
relationships where proportionality does not always exist. When we embrace non-linearity, we are open to using 
different approaches that analyze phenomena as they are, instead of trying to fit them into a straight line (Begun, 1994).

iii  Team was defined as “two or more people who interact dynamically, interdependently, and adaptively, toward
a common and valued goal/object/mission, who have each been assigned specific roles or functions to perform, and who
have a limited life span of membership” (Salas, Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992, p. 4). Thus, dyads are 
qualified as work teams as well in the present article.

iv  We included fuzzy sets in our review. However, following suggestions by an anonymous reviewer, we remove
it for the final version of the article because although sometimes it is considered part of NDS framework (see Meyers, 
2009), it follows a different rationale. Nevertheless, we keep the keyword and the results for the sake of replicability.

v  The complete list of authorships, institutions, journals, keywords, and research variables is available upon 
request to the corresponding author. 

vi  Following Marks, Mathieu, and Zaccaro (2001) conceptualization of (a) team processes as “team members’ 
interdependent acts that convert inputs to outcomes through cognitive, verbal, and behavioral activities directed toward 
organizing task work to achieve collective goals” (p. 357); and (b) emergent states as “constructs that characterize 
properties of the team that are typically dynamic in nature and vary as a function of team context, inputs, processes, and
outcomes” (p. 357). 
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